
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of dir, product management. If you are looking for an exciting place
to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for dir, product management

Responsible to implement the strategic direction that enables end-to-end
digital adoption for all customer interactions
Establish a sprint-based operational model, which includes rapid prototyping
and an iterative development process
Drive the DevOps adoption across the personal lines influence the other
business vertical in the company to adopt these process to improve the IT
efficiency and code quality
Responsible to work with business and operations partners to determine
minimal viable product requirements with vision and requirements that allow
expansion and aggressive growth of digital capabilities
Help establish a ‘disruptive mindset’ across the Personal Lines IT by creating
an environment of mentoring & coaching that raises the creative and
technology capabilities of IT teams
Will partner across multiple business areas to develop prioritized business
plan that meets overall business goals, this will include test and learn
scenarios for quick win opportunities to drive larger portfolio
Responsible for driving consistency for customer experience across both
online and offline interactions to ensure resolution for inquiry and transaction
processing
Accountable for the entire product lifecycle, from planning through
development, launch, and retirement phases
This position requires periodic travel (20-30%) to customers and U.S. and
international CDK locations
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Qualifications for dir, product management

Bachelor’s Degree in a technical discipline or a related business degree
Collaborate with the other product owners to have clear linkages between
mid-market, enterprise, verticals and small business segments working with
the other product owners responsible for specific elements of the UC stack
and service delivery to mention a few
Own the roadmaps
Develop key competitor profiles including deep dive assessments higher-level
competitive sales tools
Must have 5+ years of experience as a contributing product manager
Must have 5+ years of management responsibility


